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Visualization is the visual representation of proposed project alternatives and improvements and their associated impacts on the surroundings.”
- NCHRP 361

PRESENTATION OUTLINE
- Types of visualization tools
- “Real Minnesota Examples”
  - Graphic methodology
  - Benefit to project
  - Approximate level of effort
- Potential applications
WHY USE THESE VISUALIZATION TOOLS?

- Enables stakeholders and the public to understand transportation concepts and proposed solutions
- Allows complex information to be simplified
- Can highlight or reveal “hidden” infrastructure that is not easily portrayed in traditional graphic methods
- Technology is rapidly making it more efficient to create powerful visualization graphics
- A picture is worth a thousand words!
- An animation is worth millions!
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POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS

- Project management meetings
- During the design process
- City council meetings
- County board meetings
- Public open houses
- Project newsletters, project website
- YouTube channel
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